The responses hereafter are solely on behalf of Plaid, and do not necessarily represent the views of signatories to
the preceding cover letter.
INTRODUCTION
Background
Plaid is a technology company that builds infrastructure for modern, digital financial services. This includes the
encrypted transmission of financial data for which consumers have specifically given permission, sometimes
known as data aggregation. We frequently are on the cutting edge of developing and practicing security standards,
such as encryption, tokenization, and enhanced authentication. As such, both digital products and services as well
as financial institutions often view us as a trusted intermediary in the financial services industry.
In all, Plaid’s infrastructure supports thousands of developers and customers (“permissioned parties”) and tens of
millions of consumers, allowing consumers to improve their financial wellbeing. Importantly, we strive to provide
coverage for a wide array of financial institutions – including small banks and credit unions – using the most
appropriate available technology. In this way, Plaid aims to create an inclusive financial infrastructure that provides
equal access for all consumers and small businesses to financial technology (“fintech”) products and services,
regardless of whether they bank at a large national institution or a community credit union.
Plaid Mission
Plaid’s immediate focus is on enabling developers to build great financial applications. Our mission is to facilitate
innovation in financial services. We accomplish this by allowing developers working in all types of companies –
from small startups to Fortune 100 – to innovate.
At the same time, we collaborate closely with financial institutions (“account providers”). We’re proud to include
large and small financial institutions as clients and partners in building a more innovative and secure financial
services system. We believe that the bank account will continue to be the hub of consumers’ financial lives, and we
provide financial institutions with tools to help them better engage with their customers.
Ultimately, by serving both developers and financial institutions, we benefit consumers. Plaid emphasizes security
and beautifully-designed consumer experiences in facilitating financial data access in the application of a
consumer’s choice. While we are a business-to-business (“B2B”) firm, we operate our security, design, and support
teams with a strong focus on end consumers. For example, though our clients are other businesses, we regularly
hear from our clients’ customers (i.e., consumers) when they cannot access their data. These complaints often
connote frustration at difficulties accessing permissioned financial data in the application of a consumer’s choice.
Purpose of RFI response
Plaid believes that stakeholders – consumers, permissioned parties, intermediaries, and financial account
providers – agree much more closely on the topics raised in this RFI than some headlines might suggest.
As outlined in the industry cover letter, permissioned parties and developers, intermediaries (including Plaid), and
financial account providers share incentives to deliver excellent consumer experiences in a security-conscious
manner. The industry principles outlined by the Center for Financial Services Innovation 1 – data availability,
reliability, user permissioning, security, and data minimization – are worth revisiting in this context. The
technology exists today to address all of these areas in a manner that we believe would delight and empower most
consumers – with intermediaries playing a crucial role that minimizes the burden on financial institutions. But
implementing the technology requires sustained engagement and prioritization from all stakeholders.
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Against this backdrop, we believe that the CFPB has an important role to play in raising awareness within the
financial services industry, including:
 Above all, re-affirming that consumers have the right to permission meaningful access to personal
financial data in the platform of their choice
 Supporting a principles-based approach to data access – not specifying top-down standards that could
restrict innovation
 Holding stakeholders accountable to these principles, such as by enabling a consumer complaint portal,
similar to the existing Consumer Complaint Database2, wherein consumers can publicly flag problems with
data connectivity
 Elevating the prominence of consumer data access, particularly for executives at financial institutions (at
both large and small institutions)
We hope that the CFPB can help to accelerate the development of a digital financial services ecosystem that works
on behalf of all consumers. Above all, maintaining open and meaningful data access should be the CFPB’s top
priority to ensure that consumers do not get shortchanged.
Joint statement
Plaid and Yodlee – two leading firms in the financial data aggregation space – feel similarly regarding the need for a
secure and consumer-centric financial services ecosystem. To empower consumers to leverage innovative
technology that improves their financial well-being, we share several fundamental beliefs:


Security is a shared responsibility. Incentives are aligned between consumers, data aggregators, financial
institutions, and third-party digital products and services to create secure experiences. Moreover, security
is a solvable issue. Cooperation within the broader financial services industry will go a long way toward
addressing many of the security issues raised today by some stakeholders.



The dialogue surrounding this RFI is about more than just data access. Data permissioning and related
exchanges of information have the potential to determine how consumers will engage with digital
finances for decades to come – directly affecting the lives of hundreds of millions of Americans. The
industry needs to raise the profile of consumer engagement with digital, third-party financial services -and regulators have a role to play in asserting the right of consumers to access and share their financial
data. This outcome would lead financial institutions to holistically consider the opportunities presented by
consumer engagement with third-party financial services, and would in turn allow consumers to fully
benefit from innovation.



We pledge cooperation. Our firms readily welcome the opportunity to engage with financial institutions
and other stakeholders. This sustained collaboration – along with use of the latest technology – will be
critical to ensure secure, meaningful experiences for consumers with digital financial technologies.

CURRENT PRACTICES
1. What types of products and services are currently made available to consumers that rely, at least in part, on
consumer-permissioned electronic access to consumer financial account data? What benefits do consumers
realize as a result? This question covers the use of such data to deliver products or services or to assess eligibility
for a given product or service.
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Product Types
A wide variety of products and services rely on consumer-permissioned access to financial account data. These
encompass most products and services under the fintech umbrella – as well as many others, such as account-toaccount transfers across financial institutions, typically associated with traditional financial institutions.
In its Project Catalyst innovation report, the Bureau aptly highlighted a sampling of products and services that rely
on consumer access to personal financial account data. Detailing every potential use case for products and services
that rely on consumer data access would be an arduous and ultimately impossible task; new uses regularly crop up
as innovators expand the ways in which they help consumers and businesses manage their financial lives.
That said, it can be useful to think in terms of categories for consumer applications of this technology. Innovation is
not stagnant, and we expect categories to evolve, but a sampling based on today’s landscape includes:











Personal financial management (including budgeting, expense tracking, and financial planning)
Automated savings and/or investments
Lending and credit scoring
Peer-to-peer payments and/or funds transfer
Identity verification and authentication
Account opening and funding
Charitable savings and/or giving
Financial process streamlining (such as tax management or mortgage applications)
Recurring payments (such as consumer bill pay)
Other money movement

According to a Plaid survey of U.S. consumers3, the most common use category among consumers is payments
(51% of consumers who have used a fintech app or software in the past year), followed by payroll direct deposit
(40%) and financial management, budgeting, or tax prep (29%).
Though the data access discussion often focuses on consumers, small businesses benefit too. Data access for small
business owners enables efficiencies in accounting, workforce management, factoring, payroll, small business
lending, and more. These innovations often provide small businesses with choices and tools that were previously
available only to larger enterprises – leveling marketplace competition to ultimately benefits consumers.
Benefits of access
Consumers value products and services that rely on financial data. As one data point, a separate Plaid survey4
asked consumers who use fintech products and services how they would react if their bank charged a fee to access
such products. More than 90 percent of consumers said they would consider switching banks.
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To directly gauge consumer perspectives on the topics raised in this RFI, Plaid commissioned a survey of 871 U.S.
consumers aged 18 and above who use fintech products or services that rely on permissioned data access. The
survey was conducted from December 28 to 31, 2016. Results were re-weighted by the survey vendor to ensure a
demographically representative sub-section of U.S. consumers who use fintech products or services. The results
presented in this RFI response have not been altered in any way unless specifically indicated.
4
Plaid previously commissioned a separate survey of 848 U.S. consumers who use fintech products or services that
rely on permissioned data access. Responses were restricted to adults between the ages of 18 and 54. The survey
was conducted from September 6 to 9, 2016. Results were re-weighted by the survey vendor to ensure a
demographically representative sub-section of U.S. consumers who use fintech products or services. The results
presented in this RFI response have not been altered in any way unless specifically indicated.
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Moreover, nearly 90 percent5 of consumers who use fintech products and services indicate that these products
and services are relevant to their overall financial wellbeing:

Table 1: Importance of fintech products and services to consumers

Plaid asked the same group of consumers what types of benefits they gain from fintech products and services. The
most common responses6 were:
 Saving time/convenience: 76%
 Improving financial wellbeing and/or gaining visibility into personal finances: 44%
 Automation and/or avoiding in-person, phone or email interaction: 30%
 Accessing services that consumer wouldn’t get from their bank: 14%
The substantial growth of consumer fintech adoption over the past decade reinforces these survey results.
2. How many consumers are using or seeking to use such products or services? What demographic or other
aggregate information is available about these consumers?
The Plaid survey of U.S. consumers suggests that between 20 percent and 40 percent of U.S. consumers aged 18
and above used a fintech product or service that relies on consumer permissioned data access in 2016. We suspect
the actual number is at or above the high end of this range based on internal market analyses.
Regardless, it is important to recognize that this is still early innings for fintech. The potential growth of fintech is
enormous. According to the Federal Reserve, 71 percent of U.S. consumers with a bank account used online
banking in 20167; one can easily imagine fintech adoption approaching this figure within several years.
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Interestingly, the Plaid survey indicates relatively consistent usage across major demographic segments, except for
consumers 65 and older. Below are self-reported fintech penetration8 by age bracket and gender:
Table 2: Estimated fintech penetration by age bracket

Table 3: Estimated fintech penetration by gender

The survey also suggests a broad distribution of fintech app usage across income segments, with more than half of
fintech users having a household income less than $70,000. The distribution of self-reported household income
among consumers who used a fintech product or service in 2016 is:
Table 4: Income distribution of fintech users
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Penetration assumes that half of respondents who were unsure about usage within the past year have, in fact,
engaged with a fintech product or service. This assumption puts the resulting overall fintech penetration in line
with other survey-based estimates.
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3. To provide or assess eligibility for these products and services, what kinds of consumer financial account data
are being accessed, by what means, under what terms, and how often? How long is accessed data stored by
permissioned parties or account aggregators?
This response addresses questions 3 and 4 (i.e., covering financial and non-financial account data) together.
Types of data
In general, fintech products and services that utilize Plaid as a trusted intermediary rely on data that falls into one
of three buckets, outlined below. However, this is not an inclusive sampling. Other intermediaries focus on specific
categories like brokerage data or tax forms. But the most critical point is that the types of data required by
consumers will vary by application, and will evolve over time. We strongly caution against any approach designed
to manage data access and usage at a snapshot in time.
Instead, approaches should be built to enable customers to automate access to data they would otherwise have to
retrieve manually, often through cumbersome and/or time-prohibitive processes. And importantly, approaches
should focus on ensuring transparency into the type of data accessed.
The three buckets of data that Plaid obtains and supports are as follows:
(1) Transaction data
This type of data relates to a consumer’s transactions, whether through a bank, credit card, loan, or other account.
It will generally include a transaction name, amount, date, pending status, and category code. Transactional
information is commonly used for personal financial management, automated savings algorithms, predictive cash
flows, and expense management. Transactional data also plays a critical role informing analysis around fraudulent
or risky behaviors, thereby increasing overall security in the financial services ecosystem. Consumers’ ability to
securely permission transaction data is foundational for the use of alternative data in underwriting, which as the
CFPB has noted in its RFI on alternative data, has the potential to open credit access to tens of millions of creditunderserved Americans.
(2) Account info
These data may include account types and status, balances (current and available), and routing and account
numbers. This data is nearly always utilized in the context of account authentication, or derivatives such as
performing real-time balance checks to substantially reduce overdraft rates.
Historically, to link a bank account for ACH payments, a user manually input account and routing numbers into
unsecure websites and then underwent a validation process, usually a trial microdeposit flow. This process takes
between three and five business days on average, and is subject to user error, especially on mobile devices. Plaid
data suggests a less than 10 percent conversation rate for microdeposit-based account linkage on mobile devices.
Plaid and other trusted intermediaries developed the technology to automate this authentication with a more
accurate, real-time, and mobile-friendly experience. This automation relies on a consumer’s ability to permission
access to data.
Automated authentication solutions are more secure than flows in which consumers directly input account and
routing numbers. When Plaid acts on behalf of a user, we increase security around how sensitive data elements
are transferred. Furthermore, automating processes enables Plaid to reduce the number of players who handle
account and routing numbers, which also heightens security.
Nonetheless, certain industry participants are uncomfortable with user provisioning of credentials and have
criticized automated authentication. These critics argue that voided check sharing and manual inputs of account
numbers into websites are safer than credential sharing. These criticisms are categorically false. According to all
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credible, unbiased sources, automated authentication enabled by a trusted intermediary is more secure than
manual inputs of account and routing numbers.
Any discomfort with the use of credentials as a permissioning mechanism is easily solvable with tokenization.
Trusted intermediaries are well positioned to enable tokenization, but doing so requires cooperation from financial
institutions. Moreover, for the vast majority of financial institutions, which do not have resources to develop
tokenization solutions in-house, Plaid effectively steps into this function by tokenizing the access credentials used
by permissioned parties.
(3) Identity data
These data may include the primary account holder’s name, email, address, and phone number. These fields are
not only necessary, but critical for authenticating one’s identity for digital payments. In other words, these fields
are typically used to prevent fraud by matching personal information vetted by financial institutions with that
claimed by a payment initiator within a fintech product or service.
Data availability
To be meaningful, financial data access must be complete and high-quality. By “complete,” we generally mean all
data that a consumer could access manually on a bank’s consumer-facing website, with the exception of very
sensitive fields such as full SSN. By “high-quality,” we generally mean up-to-date, accessible (i.e., very limited
downtime and low latency), and historically accurate and complete for a minimum of three months, although a full
year or more may be necessary to develop and service products that decrease fraud.
Means and frequency of access
Among intermediaries, methods of data access can vary considerably.
The exchange of financial data comprises two major components: (1) Authentication (i.e., how data access is
permissioned), and (2) Data transmission (i.e., what data is made available, and how it is formatted and
transferred). Crucially, these are separate and distinct concepts. Most conversations about data access methods
primarily address only one of the two.
(1) Authentication
Authentication refers to any permissioning flow wherein a user allows an app to access their data that resides
elsewhere. It is not specific to financial services; for example, Facebook enables authentication for third
parties.
To bolster security, authentication flows in financial services and other industries have evolved to often include
two-factor authentication (2FA). 2FA requires a user to validate her account with two separate types of
information. In practice, this might entail inputting a username and password, and then confirming receipt of an
email or text message.
(2) Data transmission
Data transmission is separate and distinct from authentication. Data transmission itself can encompass multiple
elements; among them are availability, format, and transfer. Data availability refers to the specific fields (such as
“payment amount” or “zip code”) that are offered through a data specification. Format describes how data is
structured — JSON or XML, for instance. Finally, data transfer protocol refers to how data is moved. “Screen
scraping,” for example, is strictly a means of data collection; it does not imply a mechanism for authentication.
In general, authentication and data transmission layers are interoperable. For example, it is possible to combine
OAuth, an authentication protocol, with “screen scraping,” a data transmission mechanism.
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Many banks would like to develop, or have already started to develop, proprietary APIs for data access. In general,
trusted intermediaries such as Plaid are eager to collaborate with financial institutions to enable API-based access,
and believe that financial institutions deserve this flexibility.
However, any API-based approach must meet two key criteria:


Authentication: The user experience must be nothing short of excellent. To date, we have seen few
proposals for API-based authentication that meet this standard. Financial institutions may not believe that
they have an incentive to enable seamless linkage for their customers to permissioned parties, but Plaid
research suggests that financial institutions should view permissioned data access as an opportunity, not
a threat.9



Data transmission: The access must be meaningful. See Data availability section above, but it bears
repeating that meaningful access prescribes all data fields that a consumer could otherwise access
manually. OFX, a data transmission mechanism used by some financial institutions today, does not meet
this definition.

Other financial institutions are adopting a combination of authentication and data transmission approaches – for
instance, tokenized authentication via an API plus Screenless Data Collection10 for data transfer.
SDC is a technologically advanced form of scraping designed to minimize both data collection and the load
imposed on banks’ servers. When employed efficiently, it can also smooth traffic and provide a more consistent
experience than its screen scraping predecessor.
Regardless of the technical approach, we believe any industry framework must support an inclusive financial
infrastructure. All financial institutions – regardless of size – and their customers should be able to participate in
the new digital ecosystem. Smaller institutions without the resources or user base to justify custom-built APIs
should not be denied access to the digital ecosystem. When practiced by a leading intermediary such as Plaid, SDC
is an advanced technology that addresses key financial institution priorities. Moreover, the technology is readily
available today, works, and can be combined with the authentication method of a financial institution’s choice.
(3) Frequency of data access
Frequency of data access varies depending on the use case. For products or services that benefit from real-time
data, Plaid enables data access when prompted by the user (e.g., checking an account balance for sufficient funds
prior to initiating a transaction). For other products or services (such as many that use transaction data), Plaid
intersperses access requests to smooth traffic, avoiding spikes to financial institution systems during busy periods
such as evenings when consumer usage is high. Generally, we prefer open, transparent relationships with our
financial institution partners in which we can optimize the timing of traffic patterns in a customized manner.
The more critical point is that frequency of data access should not be dictated top-down by financial institutions or
any other party. Instead, it should be governed by consumers themselves. For consumers to benefit from
innovation, products and services need flexibility in timing how they access data. That timing should be
transparent to consumers, who should ultimately be the ones managing permissions.
Data minimization, storage, and consumer transparency
Minimization is a key principle that should govern data use; it is the concept that permissioned parties should
collect only a rational amount of data to service a product or service, and store such data for the necessary amount
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of time. Data collection and retention policies should be clearly displayed in plain English to consumers by
permissioned parties, typically during onboarding – in other words, transparency is critical. As the industry evolves,
financial institutions may display to consumers which apps have access permission so that consumers can choose
to opt out. This would give consumers the transparency they need to control how their data is accessed and used.
One mechanism for doing this is through a dashboard approach, outlined below.
Alternatives for control and transparency include expiring tokens, but these are without precedent in other
industries because they disrupt the user experience. Auto-expirations or regular re-prompting have the potential
to break a consumer’s connection and undermine their financial wellbeing. For example, a token that expires on an
automated micro-saving app may go unnoticed for weeks before a user realizes that her saving goals are no longer
being met. The dashboard instead gives the consumer the transparency and control she needs to manage access
on her terms.
Trusted third-party intermediaries will manage data minimization. Intermediaries serve as utilities, creating an
easy-to-use data layer to monitor and control how fintech products and services access data. Importantly, for
situations where consumer data storage is necessary, intermediaries make strong commitments – often including
contractual obligations – to financial institutions regarding how data storage is implemented11. Moreover,
intermediaries such as Plaid regularly undergo professional third-party audits and heightened security reviews –
contributing to our trusted status with financial institutions. We have policies for data storage and retention
readily available to view on our website.
Intermediaries such as Plaid can also directly empower consumers to enforce data minimization by enabling simple
transparency and control. Consumer empowerment is arguably one of the most important roles trusted thirdparties can play. For example, Plaid can enable:
 Creation of a consumer dashboard within a financial institution’s website that allows a consumer to track
and manage her financial data access (including revoking data permissions) in one place (see Appendix A)
 Enhanced onboarding flows when linking an account that clearly display to a consumer which types of
financial data a permissioned party may access, for what purpose, and for what duration (see Appendix B)
Thus, the standard for where the data sits and how it is obtained should be different for permissioned parties and
trusted intermediaries. Consumers should ultimately be arbiters of who controls their data.
Finally, it is worth noting that true minimization of sensitive data comes from deeper tokenization opportunities
across the ecosystem – for instance, the tokenization of account and routing numbers, which trusted third-party
intermediaries can facilitate. If this issue concerns the industry, the problem can easily be solved with existing
technology and industry cooperation.
4. To provide or assess eligibility for these products and services, what kinds of non-financial consumer account
data are being accessed by parties that also access consumer financial account data? By what means, under
what terms, and how often? How long is accessed data stored by permissioned parties or account aggregators?
See response to question 3.
5. What types of companies offer products and services that rely, at least in part, on consumer-permissioned
electronic access to consumer financial account data, either to deliver the product or service or to assess
eligibility for the product or service? To what extent are such products and services offered by entities that offer
transaction accounts? To what extent are they offered by other market participants?
Almost all financial services companies utilize some type of permissioned electronic access to data. Though in
recent years attention has focused on fintech companies, this attention glosses over the fact that banks and
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entities with depository accounts have long adopted consumer permissioning in services like personal financial
management, tax direct deposit, and money transfer.
The fintech sector’s recent and rapid adoption of these technologies is striking in the number of new and modern
use cases they support (see answer to question 1). Large, consumer-facing firms today that rely on permissioned
data access include Wealthfront, Betterment, Stripe, Square, and Acorns, among many others. Many times, these
technologies end up adopted by larger financial institutions, such as Chase (OnDeck), Goldman Sachs
(HonestDollar), and Paypal (Venmo).
We believe that all players in the ecosystem – and most importantly, consumers – benefit from competition.
Fintech is not a competitive threat, but rather an impetus to raise the bar in an industry that might not otherwise
innovate quickly on behalf of consumers.
6. In what ways, if any, do consumer products and services that rely, at least in part, on consumer-permissioned
electronic access to consumer financial account data differ according to whether the offering company provides
or does not provide transaction accounts to consumers? Do any such differences impact consumers? If so, how?
Strong consumer demand for fintech products and services spans all categories of institutions. We have not
observed a meaningful difference in product delivery that stems from whether an entity offers transaction
accounts – aside from the fact that entities with transaction accounts may be poised to offer more services in one
place.
Rather, regulatory pressures, technical resources, appetite for innovation, project budgets, and organizational
culture may affect product and service delivery more than the ability to offer transaction accounts.
7. To what extent do market participants compete to offer consumer products and services that rely, at least in
part, on consumer-permissioned access to consumer financial account data? How does such competition impact
consumers?
The fintech ecosystem – the vast majority of which relies on consumer-permissioned data access – is a highly
competitive space. According to KPMG, North American fintech firms received $5.5B in venture funding in the year
through Q3 201612. For any major consumer-facing or business-facing vertical within fintech – personal financial
management or peer-to-peer payments, for example – a simple Google search will return over a dozen reputable
providers.
As mentioned in our response to question 5, this competition is generally beneficial to consumers because it
enables choice. Choice forces market participants to offer better products and services, and/or lower prices.
As a trusted intermediary that collaborates with both permissioned parties and underlying data providers, Plaid
believes that efforts to restrict data access will harm the industry’s ability to healthily compete. Data restrictions –
whether organized deliberately by a financial institution, or simply through neglect – could severely harm
consumers and threaten progress on otherwise promising technologies. In Plaid’s experience, data restrictions
increasingly result from neglect or misinformation. While the intent may be benign, the implications are severe –
in some cases leaving hundreds of thousands of users disrupted for months while we endeavor to educate the
appropriate executives at account providers.
8. What incentives or disincentives exist for consumer financial account providers to facilitate or discourage
consumer-permissioned access to the account data that they hold by permissioned parties or account
aggregators? In what ways do consumer financial account providers directly or indirectly facilitate or restrict
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consumer-permissioned access to account data? What are the associated impacts to consumers and other
market participants?
Financial account providers, aggregators, and permissioned parties share common incentives. However,
misinformation in the industry often redirects focus from joint perspectives to discord and uncertainty. (See
section of this answer, Example of industry misinformation, below for additional detail.)
Common Incentives
The most powerful incentive to facilitate data access is consumer demand. At Plaid, we regularly hear consumer
complaints and/or requests for service at different financial institutions. Such considerations can even influence a
consumer’s choice of financial institution, as evidenced by the following Tweet:

In addition to this public forum, our support and businesses teams regularly receive direct requests from
customers and consumers, such as this one:

For an account provider, obstructing data access – whether through a clunky user experience, or charging for it –
may undermine a bank’s relationship with its customers. In fact, 91 percent of consumers would consider
switching banks if their bank obstructed data access by charging more for access than customers of other banks13.
Disincentives
All that said, two disincentives to enabling data access are commonly cited. The first is perceived competition. As
mentioned, we do not believe that competition from fintech firms represents a meaningful threat to account
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providers. Rather, traditional account providers will remain the hubs of their customers’ financial lives, and can
benefit by seizing the opportunity to enable data access better than their competitors do.
A second disincentive is perceived risk. Concerns around security risk tend to be broad and unfocused. The key
point is that Plaid already eliminates substantial risk from the ecosystem, such as by tokenizing user credentials for
permissioned parties. Further, we are willing and able to partner with stakeholders on deeper tokenization to
further mitigate risk. Questions about legal allocation of risk can also be reasonably apportioned and mitigated
through a tiered, risk-based approach.
New opportunities
Though consumers demand data access, but are unwilling to pay for it, financial institutions still stand to win.
Efforts by some financial institutions to monetize data access – including fees for cost recovery – are short-sighted.
Consumers increasingly show a demand for services that financial institutions are uniquely able to provide.
Enabling data access in a thoughtful manner can also improve key metrics for customer engagement and loyalty
that are critical to a financial institution’s bottom line. Financial institutions that lean into the digital ecosystem
and data access will find themselves better positioned to compete.
Example of industry misinformation
To address the topic of security risk in depth, it can be helpful to separate risk into two categories: direct sharing of
user credentials and leaked data in the event of a breach.
Many banks cite the alleged security risk of consumers sharing user credentials with third parties. While we
acknowledge that this may have been a risk at the advent of fintech 20 years ago, technology has since made
significant advances. For example, Plaid has developed a solution that passes credentials directly to the trusted
intermediary (Plaid), ensuring that no permissioned parties see or store user credentials. As detailed in our
whitepaper Financial data access methods: Creating a balanced approach (see Appendix C), there is readily
available technology today to ensure that even trusted intermediaries do not see or store user credentials.
However, leadership and cooperation from financial institutions is necessary to implement this technology.
A second alleged risk is that of leaked user data in the event of a downstream data breach. There are several
points worth making here.
First, the risk of such a breach is low. As technology firms acting as custodians of customer data, both trusted
intermediaries like Plaid and permissioned parties are often innovators in the field of security.
Second, much of the data, such as routine transaction histories, is of limited value if compromised, particularly in
anonymized form.
Third, for data that is sensitive – such as account and routing numbers – there needs to be a broader financial
industry discussion about common practices. The wide use and sharing of account and routing numbers in, say, the
checking ecosystem is not a secure practice today. For ACH transactions, Plaid, as an example of a trusted
intermediary, increases security by eliminating the need for consumers to directly provide their account and
routing information to the ACH payment provider. In other words, account and routing numbers are no less secure
in a fintech context than they are in the financial services ecosystem overall. If the industry wants to eliminate the
use of account and routing numbers outside of account-providing institutions, the technology exists today to
tokenize them. But criticism directed at intermediaries and permissioned parties should not distract from the real
issue.
9. What impediments, obstacles or risks do consumer financial account providers currently face in providing
data to or allowing access to data by permissioned parties or account aggregators? Describe specific operational
costs, risks, and actual or potential losses, and identify their specific causes.
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See answer to question 8.
In addition to the themes described there, consumer financial account providers face three operational challenges
in enabling direct access to permissioned parties without the presence of an intermediary.
First, supporting a proprietary API for data access may require technical, product, legal, support, compliance,
security, financial and other resources. These resources are needed not only to develop and implement the
proprietary API, but also to maintain it over time. While large financial institutions may elect to incur this cost,
many smaller institutions will not have the resources to do so. Fortunately, in Screenless Data Collection there
exists a readily available technology to securely transfer data at no cost to the financial institution. This technology
allows consumers of large and small financial institutions alike to participate in an inclusive digital financial
infrastructure.
Second, and closely related to the first challenge: Any financial institution wishing to enable direct access must
enable credential tokenization for all permissioned parties. Doing this entails significant costs. Plaid today serves as
a token vault for financial institutions by restricting credentials from permissioned parties – thereby increasing
security for consumers.
Third, consumer financial account providers may face the challenge of, and incur costs associated with, vetting
would-be permissioned parties that wish to enable data access. Traditional financial institutions are generally illequipped to vet and audit the vast array of fintech firms that exist – many of which are seeking to develop cuttingedge customer experiences or use cases – not to mention the conflict of interests presented by the exchange of
proprietary business information for “vetting” purposes. Trusted intermediaries can and should play an important
role here. Intermediaries typically undergo enhanced review and security vetting by financial institutions. They are
also well positioned to ascertain information about permissioned parties and to perform this vetting function on
behalf of financial institutions. (Intermediaries also have the ability to monitor data traffic patterns across different
financial institutions – which no single financial institution can replicate – thereby performing an enhanced audit
function.) In this way, trusted intermediaries can not only help to make the digital ecosystem more secure and
inclusive, but also reduce costs for financial institutions who would otherwise choose to enable direct access.
10. What impediments, obstacles or risks do permissioned parties or account aggregators currently face in
obtaining such data? Describe specific operational costs, risks, and actual or potential losses, and identify their
specific causes.
Intermediaries such as Plaid face many challenges in obtaining such data from account providers; to highlight just a
few:
Awareness and intra-organization communication
At the advent of early methods of financial data permissioning in the 1990s, responsibility for data access often sat
in the technical units of large banks, perhaps reporting through a CTO or CIO. This generally worked fine prior to
mass consumer adoption of fintech.
Today, however, consumers’ experiences with digital permissioned data directly influence financial wellbeing for a
vast number of Americans. Most financial institution organizational structures and governance frameworks have
not kept pace. This means that the business units of financial institutions are often unaware or uninterested in
consumer data access beyond a surface level. This organizational dissonance contributes to some of the specific
barriers consumers face that are discussed immediately below.
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Blocking
From time to time, a small subset of financial institutions, particularly large ones, block traffic originating from IP
addresses associated with intermediaries. Many such blockages have no apparent explanation or cause and cannot
be anticipated in advance. Some blockages may be triggered automatically, while others are attributable to the
whims of whichever IT or InfoSec manager happens to be on duty at a given time. Every such major blockage
severely disservices consumers. Trusted intermediaries such as Plaid regularly engage financial institutions on
these issues. Plaid, for our part, aggressively offers to identify our traffic. Mechanisms for doing so include sending
traffic through fixed IPs or including a header in HTTP requests to a financial institution’s server.
Though a technically simple fix to make, even this collaborative approach can lead to intra-organizational chaos. In
many cases, it has made the approval process alone longer than six months, rendering hundreds of thousands of
users without access to their data.
2FA
Two-factor authentication (2FA) requires a user to validate her right to permission data access using two separate
pieces of information.
While 2FA is a secure and appropriate practice in many situations, a more nuanced approach is needed for
intermediaries that regularly access data on behalf of a consumer. On the one hand, most financial institutions will
not choose to eliminate 2FA altogether for intermediaries. On the other hand, requiring 2FA for every data access
request originating from an intermediary can be cumbersome – especially in the case of enhanced 2FA protocols
such as rotating security questions.
After a consumer initially provides 2FA though a trusted intermediary, the intermediary can then serve as a second
“factor” for authentication, performing a similar function as a “trusted device token.” (The trusted intermediary
can provide risk and fraud controls, adding a layer of security.) We believe that this approach leads to a
significantly better experience for consumers, while maintaining high security standards.
A related practice is the occasional use of one-time passwords (OTP). As with 2FA, OTP is typically well-intended by
account providers. But requiring a OTP effectively prevents consumers from using apps that rely on passive
updating of their financial information, such as budgeting or micro-saving tools. And as with 2FA, a more nuanced
approach – in particular, using a persistent token – is needed to facilitate data access for permissioned parties that
rely on recurring data collection in the background. Plaid is willing and able to work with account providers to
enable a better solution for consumers, but doing so requires cooperation from financial institutions.
Subpar consumer onboarding experiences
Certain authentication approaches, such as OAuth14, can create a less-than-ideal consumer experience for linking a
bank account. For instance, OAuth requires an app switch (on a mobile device) or browser redirect (on a mobile or
desktop device); both of these experiences are clunky and cumbersome for consumers. This creates a disincentive
for consumers to sign up for fintech products and services, significantly reduces conversion, and ultimately harms
consumers who would otherwise use a product or service to improve their financial wellbeing.
Plaid offers a technology solution today called Screenless Exchange15, or “Managed OAuth,” which combines the
security benefits of OAuth with consumer-friendly design. Incentives to create a strong customer onboarding
experience should be aligned between permissioned parties, intermediaries, and account providers.
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https://oauth.net/2/
For more detail, see: https://fin.plaid.com/articles/demystifying-screenless-exchange
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Data availability, latency and quality
As mentioned previously, for data access to be meaningful, consumers need to be able to permission access to a
wide array of data fields – generally those enabled on a bank’s consumer-facing website, including identity,
account, and transaction data. This data is not always accessible today, depending on the institution and the
connection. For example, the well-known OFX and newer DDA (Durable Data API) specs for data access do not
enable access to all data fields that could benefit consumers. Perhaps more importantly, we are concerned that
proprietary API specs in the future could severely restrict data availability – to the grave detriment of consumers.
11. What impediments, obstacles or risks do consumers currently face in obtaining—including permitting access
to—such data?
Impediments and obstacles fall in to two broad categories: poor experiences, and a lack of recourse.
Poor service and functionality
Consumers ultimately bear the brunt of most of obstacles that intermediaries face in the form of nonexistent,
inaccurate, and/or incomplete data in the permissioned party application of a consumer’s choice. Sometimes these
gaps incrementally affect a consumer’s experience with a fintech product or service. But in many cases, they make
it impossible for a consumer to utilize a product or service. For instance, Plaid partners with Stripe 16 to enable ACH
payments that are significantly faster and more secure than traditional ACH processes. But if a financial institution
blocks a consumer’s account and routing numbers, consumers may be forced to manually upload voided checks
and input DDA information – in other words, revert to slower and less secure ACH payments.
Plaid asked consumers who use fintech products or services what challenges they face in enabling data access17.
Half of respondents (51 percent) stated that they could not reliably access their data. Among consumers who
cannot reliably access their data in the platform of their choice, the most common technical reasons given are:
Table 5: Consumer reasons for data access difficulty18

These results suggest that consumers are feeling the pain associated with data permission. In absolute terms, the
numbers represent tens of millions of consumers who are foregoing the use of technology that would otherwise
improve their financial wellbeing.
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https://plaid.com/docs/link/stripe/
From December survey noted in response to Question #1
18
Multiple responses allowed
17
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Lack of recourse
Consumers generally have no idea where to turn to address the blockages and difficulties mentioned immediately
above. They will most often complain to the permissioned party, which will often pass the complaint to a trusted
intermediary. In reality, the problem may be best addressed by stronger collaboration between a trusted
intermediary and the account provider. However, consumers do not often know that the account provider can play
a significant role in addressing the issues, which in turn makes it challenging to impress upon the account provider
the need for collaboration.
This lack of accountability and recourse must be rectified. One proposal would establish a consumer complaint
portal – similar to the CFPB’s existing database for consumers to lodge complaints against financial services firms –
that urges a financial institution and trusted intermediary to respond to a customer within a set time period. This
system would create greater transparency and accountability for all stakeholders in the ecosystem – and
ultimately benefit consumers.
12. What security and other risks do consumers incur if they permit access to their financial account data in
order to obtain a particular product or service? What steps have consumer financial account providers, account
aggregators, permissioned parties and other users of consumer-permissioned account data taken to mitigate
such risks? What information do these parties communicate to consumers about associated risks?
The conversation around data access, as with any sharing of data, should rightly include a balanced and thoughtful
discussion of risks. All stakeholders in the ecosystem share an incentive to reduce risk.
However, it is also important to highlight the risks that intermediaries reduce. These include:







Reducing vulnerabilities from manual sharing of DDA info
Vetting permissioned parties – both during initial onboarding and on an ongoing basis – to ensure
behavior consistent with transparency / data minimization principles and prevent malicious parties from
obtaining consumer data in the first place; financial institutions, particularly smaller ones, are not well
positioned to do this
Enabling tokenization throughout the system instead of credentials (i.e., intermediaries can easily enable
this technology in the future with industry cooperation)
Providing consumer transparency and controls, such as by allowing consumers to proactively suspend
their connection with a permissioned party directly from a financial institution’s website
Encrypting data, providing transparency and control for consumers, and adopting leading security
practices more generally

It is worth expanding briefly upon the first bullet point above. Many common practices today in consumer financial
services are not particularly secure. For instance, paper checks (with account and routing numbers clearly shown)
touch five people on average from the time a check is written to the time that funds are transferred. Many loan
application processes, such as for a mortgage, require manual submission of bank statements or other PDFs with
sensitive information displayed. As described in our response to question 3, providing account and routing
numbers directly to a payment processor on an unencrypted website (such as for ACH) introduces risk. The list of
questionable practices goes on. By using a trusted intermediary to directly transfer source data to the intended
recipient, consumers can significantly reduce security risks and vulnerabilities across the ecosystem. The practice
of widespread, controlled data permissioning by consumers reduces far more risk than it introduces.
13. In what ways, do account aggregators or permissioned parties use consumer-permissioned account data for
purposes other than offering or facilitating the delivery of a specific product or service to the permissioning
consumer? Do such companies continue to access or store data after the consumer ceases to use the product for
which the permissioned data use was intended by the consumer? Do such companies share the data with other
parties and, if so, under what terms and conditions? What are the associated impacts to consumers?
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An existing legal framework – the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) – governs the proper disclosure and use of
consumer financial data. Ecosystem participants – both traditional institutions and newer digital players – should
abide by this framework, including provisions that limit the use of permissioned data to the scope of the
consumer’s consent. More generally, the disclosure and use of consumer data by digital products and services is
subject to all applicable laws and regulations.
Beyond the letter of the law, both intermediaries and permissioned parties should also honor the principles of data
minimization and consumer transparency. Consumers should know what data is being collected, and for how long
it may be stored. Plaid’s privacy policy is readily available on our website. Plaid does not sell consumer data other
than to the party directly permissioned by the consumer.
Finally, Plaid actively works with our financial institution partners to curb fraud – such as by flagging account
takeover attempts that aren’t detectible at the individual institution level. A significant amount of securely stored,
anonymized data is required to develop pattern recognition algorithms to perform this anti-fraud function well.
14. When consumers permit access to their financial account data, what do they understand about: what data
are accessed; how often they are accessed; for what purposes the data are used; whether the permissioned
party or account aggregator continues to access, store or use such data after the consumer ceases to use the
product or service for which the permissioned data use was intended by the consumer; and with which entities
a permissioned party or account aggregator shares the data and on what terms and conditions? What drives or
impacts their level of understanding? What impact does their level of understanding have on consumers and on
other parties, including on consumers' willingness to permit access?
In a survey, we asked consumers, “How comfortable are you allowing online and mobile financial products to
provide services using your financial data?” In response, 74 percent of consumers using fintech products or
services stated that they are at least somewhat comfortable sharing permissioned financial data.19
To inform their understanding of data access and sharing, consumers appear to obtain information from several
sources. According to consumers, the most common sources of information about how their financial data is
accessed, used, and shared by fintech products and services are as follows (see following page):
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From the December Plaid survey introduced in response to Question 1.
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Table 6: Consumer information sources about data permissioning20

Permissioned parties and trusted intermediaries should clearly disclose terms of data collection policies to
consumers. Plaid acknowledges that the ecosystem could improve still further in this regard, and we believe that
trusted intermediaries and financial institutions together will play a critical role. As mentioned above, we would
like to work with our financial institution partners to create a dashboard (see Appendix A) in which consumers can
view:
 Which products or services are accessing their financial data
 The specific financial data that a given product or service is accessing
 For what broad purpose (e.g., “payments”)
In such a dashboard, consumers would also have the ability to revoke access directly in the platform – empowering
them to self-enforce data minimization through transparency.
15. To what extent are consumers able to control how data is used by permissioned parties or account
aggregators that obtain that data via consumer-permissioned access? Are consumers able to control what data
are accessed, how often they are accessed, for what purposes and for how long the data are used, and with
which entities, if any, a permissioned party or account aggregator may share the data and on what terms and
conditions? Are they able to request that permissioned parties, account aggregators, or other users delete such
data? Is such data otherwise deleted and, if so, when and by what means? To what extent are consumers
consenting to permissioned party and account aggregator practices with respect to access, use and sharing of
consumer financial account data?
Exact procedures for these questions vary by intermediary or permissioned party; policies should be guided by the
transparency and data minimization principles.
Despite occasional industry hyperbole to the contrary, many consumers today believe that they have a sufficient
degree of control over how digital financial products access their financial data. Plaid directly asked consumers
how much control they have over their data use. 70 percent of consumers report having considerable or a great

20

Multiple responses allowed
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deal of control. Only 30 percent of consumers believe they have minimal or no control of how their financial data is
used by permissioned parties.21 This data suggests that most consumers are accepting of the status quo.
Consumers’ general comfort with the status quo for data permissioning may be partly driven by favorable
comparisons to traditional practices in consumer financial services. For example, if a consumer sends an
accountant a copy of their bank statement, they generally have no mechanism to ensure that the accountant
deletes the bank statement in a timely fashion. Similarly, when a consumer writes a check, they have no guarantee
that their signature, DDA info, or identity have not been compromised. The use of secure data permissioning
enabled by a trusted intermediary creates a much better financial world for consumers relative to these practices.
That said, the industry can take additional steps to continue increasing consumer transparency and control. For
instance, Plaid could enable for the industry more granular data access controls for consumers when onboarding a
permissioned party (e.g., granting access to identity data, but not transaction histories).
For near-term practicality, the best approach from our perspective is to enable transparency and allow consumers
to enforce this through an up-or-down decision whether to grant access to a permissioned party. On top of this,
trusted intermediaries actively help with enforcement. For instance, an investment performance tracker app
attempting to access account and routing numbers would immediately raise a red flag for Plaid.
16. Do consumer financial account providers vet account aggregators or permissioned parties before providing
data to them? Do consumer financial account providers perform any ongoing vetting of account aggregators or
permissioned parties? If so, for what purposes and using what procedures? What are the associated impacts to
consumers and to other parties?
In short, yes – particularly for intermediaries. This process varies by institution, but generally involves assessing the
intermediary's internal controls that are designed to ensure information security, availability of the service, and
data integrity. Data security and privacy are the key assurance principles on which the intermediaries are assessed,
and this materializes into high security standards for storing, accessing, and transmitting data. Banks perform
these assessments on a recurring basis, often including onsite visits to the intermediary's premises. Intermediaries
are also required to perform independent testing of their controls environments using third-party subject matter
experts on a recurring basis. The results of such tests are evaluated by banks for additional assurance.
From Plaid’s perspective, each permissioned party accessing data should be vetted and meet obligations around
privacy, data security, and acceptable use restrictions that are commensurate with their data access. Our current
vetting process begins with validating the permissioned parties’ identity, and it becomes progressively more
rigorous to match the permissioned parties’ use case, data elements accessed, and risk profile. At its most rigorous
state, a permissioned party will be held to the same standards for storing, accessing, and transmitting data to
which Plaid is held, and it will be required to provide assurance to Plaid through the use of independent assessors.
Trusted intermediaries play a crucial role in vetting permissioned parties on behalf of consumers, account
providers, and the entire ecosystem. They are uniquely well-positioned to do this, and financial institutions are
not. Moreover, there are inherent conflicts of interest presented by banks vetting fintech products and services
that they perceive as being potential competitors.
17. What industry standards currently exist, in development or otherwise, to enable consumer-permissioned
access to financial account data?
Please refer to Plaid’s whitepaper Financial data access methods: Creating a balanced approach (Appendix C) – in
particular, pages 4 through 10.
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From the December Plaid survey introduced in response to question 1.
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POTENTIAL MARKET DEVELOPMENTS
18. What changes are or may be expected to happen to any market practice described in response to questions
1 through 17, why, and with what impacts to consumers, consumer financial account providers, permissioned
parties, and account aggregators? Responses to this question may be integrated into responses to questions 1
through 17 if commenters prefer.
We have primarily addressed questions 18 and 19 throughout our written responses above. In general, we expect
there will, and believe there should, be much tighter industry coordination guided by shared incentives and a
common understanding of data access principles for the industry. As fintech continues to grow, there will be even
greater focus put on security – and we expect trusted intermediaries to play an even larger role keeping the
ecosystem secure for consumers, through technologies such as tokenization.
19. What changes should happen to any market practice described in response to questions 1 through 18, why,
and with what impacts to consumers, consumer financial account providers, permissioned parties, and account
aggregators? Responses to this question also may be integrated into responses to questions 1 through 17 if
commenters prefer.
See answer to question 18.
20. Are “industry standard” practices that provide consumers with data access comparable to that envisioned by
section 1033 of the Dodd-Frank Act likely to be broadly adopted by consumer financial account providers,
permissioned parties and account aggregators in the absence of regulatory action? If not, how will “industry
standard” practices be insufficient? What marketplace considerations are likely to bear on such developments?
Generally, how will the advent of standard practices for consumer-permissioned access to consumer financial
account data affect competition and innovation in various consumer financial service markets?
Any effort to enact a narrow data access standard is likely to obstruct data access, threaten innovation, and harm
consumers.
Interoperability and flexibility are two key considerations in evaluating the potential for a data access standard or
standards to benefit the ecosystem.
Interoperability for permissioned parties is essential to scale any connected solution; for example, a developer may
struggle to build inclusive products if certain financial institutions restrict data availability and format — or if
forced to directly integrate with the existing infrastructure of thousands of different financial institutions.
Flexibility empowers financial institutions to make this data available in a way that minimizes technical impact and
cost — and keeps customers safe. But interoperability for developers and flexibility for institutions can conflict.
Today, trusted intermediaries often play a balancing role — providing technologies that enable interoperability for
developers while accommodating the preferences of, and minimizing the demands on, financial institutions.
While we aim to mobilize the industry in the direction of best practices, any effort to impose a top-down standard
or standards for data access would threaten the critical balance of interoperability and flexibility – ultimately
curbing innovation from which consumers benefit.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLE CONSUMER DASHBOARD HOSTED ON THEIR BANK’S WEBSITE
“FIRST GINGHAM BANK”

Plaid
Proprietary
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APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE PERMISSIONED PARTY ONBOARDING FLOW
“FIRST GINGHAM BANK”
Step 1: Select Financial Institution

Step 2: Link with First Gingham Bank

FI selection: Plaid
offers consumers the
option to select their
financial institution
from a menu of
options. In this case,
a consumer selects
First Gingham Bank.

Native experience:
First Gingham Bank
customers view a
First Ginghamapproved web or
mobile experience.

Plaid
Proprietary

Plaid
Proprietary

Step 3: Connect to First Gingham Bank

Step 4: Authenticate Account

Credential-less: Plaid
and third parties
never see or touch
credentials – they
are sent directly to
First Gingham and
tokenized.

2FA: First Gingham
can prompt the
consumer for 2FA.
Custom metrics can
be sent from Plaid to
First Gingham to
determine whether
2FA should be
required.

Plaid
Proprietary

Plaid
Proprietary
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Step 5: Confirm Authentication Code

Step 6: Review Terms and Conditions

First Gingham and
Plaid connect: At
this point, only First
Gingham has been
passed credentials. A
token from First
Gingham is returned
to the consumer’s
device and then
passed to Plaid.

T&C: Plaid can
dynamically deliver
Terms and
Conditions and
consumer
disclosures.

Plaid
Proprietary

Plaid
Proprietary

Step 7: Select Accounts to Connect

Step 8: Authorize Transparent Data Access

Account level
permissions: First
Gingham customers
control the accounts
and information that
they choose to
permission for a
specific third party.

Data permissions:
Consumers are
informed in plain
English about the
categories of data to
which a third party is
requesting access.

Plaid
Proprietary

Plaid
Proprietary
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Introduction
The financial technology landscape continues to advance

Conversely, any reduction in access might restrain

rapidly. Recent years have seen a proliferation of new

consumers from a promising financial frontier. Progress

firms, applications, and uses — ranging from peer-to-

requires partnership across the industry.

peer payments to automated investing to alternative
lending. Consumers and small businesses are reaping

This whitepaper examines several approaches that

the benefits of these new technologies. Yet broadly

attempt to address the data access challenge in the

speaking, mass adoption of fintech is still to come, and

United States. These include OAuth, legacy screen

there may be a unique window to influence the design

scraping, modern scraping — more accurately described

of critical technologies underpinning the digital financial

as Screenless Data Collection (SDC), Open Financial

services ecosystem.

Exchange (OFX), and Durable Data API (DDA). Each of
these methods attempts to tackle somewhat different

Many financial services products that improve people’s

objectives; however, they all merit careful examination as

financial lives rely on a user’s ability to

the financial services ecosystem mulls its

grant access to, or “permission,” personal

future.

financial data. For example, micro-saving
platform Digit relies on transactional
information to automate savings — making
it easy to grow a nest egg. Budgeting app
Level Money uses financial data to let

Data access
is the backbone
of financial
innovation

people know how much they can afford
to spend on discretionary expenses while
meeting their saving goals.

Interoperability and flexibility are two
recurring themes in this examination.
Interoperability for developers is essential
to scale any connected solution; for
example, a developer may struggle to
build inclusive products if certain financial

institutions restrict data availability and format — or if
forced to directly integrate with the existing infrastructure

In these and countless other cases, data access is the

of thousands of different financial institutions. Flexibility

backbone of financial innovation; without it, progress

empowers financial institutions to make this data available

in this space might not be possible. But enabling this

in a way that minimizes technical impact and cost —

access is not simple. As the digital financial services

without putting customers at risk. But interoperability

ecosystem continues to take shape, data access has

for developers and flexibility for institutions can conflict.

raised questions around technology, interoperability,

Today, trusted intermediaries often play a balancing role

security, compliance, regulations, and user experience.

— providing technologies that enable interoperability for
developers while accommodating the preferences of, and

Engagement on this issue is critical: Secure data access
can improve the wellbeing of any consumer or business.

minimizing the demands on, financial institutions.
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Distinguishing between

The exchange of financial data comprises two major

types of information. In practice, this might entail verifying

components: 1) Authentication (i.e., how data access

a username and password and confirming receipt of an

is permissioned), and 2) Data transmission (i.e., what

email or text message.

data is made available, and how it is formatted and
transferred). These are separate and distinct concepts,
and most financial data specifications primarily address
only one of these two.

FIGURE 2
COMMON DATA ACCESS METHODS
AUTHENTICATION

DATA
TR ANSMISSION

OAuth

Authentication refers to any permissioning flow wherein

Screen Scraping

a user allows an app to access their data that resides

OFX

Suggests OAuth

elsewhere. It is not specific to financial services; for

DDA

Suggests OAuth

example, Facebook enables authentication for third
parties (SEE FIGURE 1) . Twitter uses a similar mechanism (i.e.,
“Authorize Login with Twitter to use your account? This
app will be able to read Tweets from your timeline.”).

FIGURE 2) Well known U.S. data access methods have different
objectives. An access method does not need to address both
authentication and data transmission; these are separate and distinct
components of financial data exchange.

Data transmission is distinct from authentication. Data

FIGURE 1
EXAMPLE AUTHENTICATION FLOW

transmission itself can encompass multiple elements;
among them are availability, format, and transfer. Data
availability refers to the specific fields (such as “payment
amount” or “zip code”) that are offered through a data
specification. Format describes how data is structured —
JSON or XML, for instance. Finally, data transfer protocol
STEP 2

refers to how data is moved. Screen scraping, for example,
STEP 1

OCTOBER / 2016

Authentication and data transmission

is strictly a means of data collection; it does not implicate
a mechanism for authentication (SEE FIGURE 2) .
A strong financial data exchange needs both secure
authentication and efficient data transmission.

But

treating these components as separate and distinct
FIGURE 1) Although commonly associated with bank accounts,

can be helpful in supporting flexibility for financial

authentication refers to any type of permissioning flow; it is not

institutions.

specific to financial services. In this example, Airbnb performs
authentication via Facebook.

To bolster security, authentication flows in financial
services and other industries have evolved such that
they often include two-factor authentication (2FA). 2FA
requires a user to validate her account with two separate

A strong financial data exchange
needs both authentication and
data transmission. But treating
these components as separate
and distinct can be helpful
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Authentication
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LEGACY METHODS
Early methods of permissioning financial data access,

In one example, a trusted intermediary makes it possible

which started in the 1990s, may have been advanced at

for a user to permission access to personal financial

the time but would not be considered so today. Users

data from within an app. The user gives the intermediary

typically provided bank login credentials directly to an app,

permission to provide the app a unique token that delivers

which then retained credentials for future access. This

data access; use of the token means that the developer

approach was palatable in the cases of large platforms

does not see or handle user credentials. 		

with significant security resources. But consumers then
began adopting an increasing array of apps — including

Moreover, the intermediary can identify itself to the

offerings from smaller, less well-vetted developers,

financial institution so that the institution knows which

who also held credentials. This led to a proliferation of

third party is contacting its server on behalf of the user.

user credentials stored by developers, which created

In this way, the intermediary supports interoperability

additional security threat vectors.

so that developers can focus on innovating — while also
protecting the institution’s (and user’s) security interests.

CONTEMPOR ARY APPROACHES

The approach described above has several advantages
over legacy methods. From a security perspective,

Today,

trusted

third-party

intermediaries

have

the app does not see or handle credentials, mitigating

developed authentication methods that significantly

security risk. From a user’s perspective, the consistent,

improve upon legacy practices.

in-app experience reduces conversion barriers, making
it preferable to alternatives such as OAuth. From an
institution’s perspective, this approach grants visibility
into the identity of the third party accessing data.

TOKENIZATION
Tokenization is the
substitution of a non-sensitive
data element for a sensitive
element. In the realm of
financial data access, a bank
or trusted intermediary might
swap user credentials for a
unique “token” — typically
a random character string
— that is provided to a
fintech app (e.g., Digit or
Level Money). The app then

uses the token to access that
specific customer’s data. Use
of this token eliminates the
need for apps to store and
access sensitive information
like credentials. Only the
bank or trusted intermediary
can access the “token vault”
mapping the token to the
sensitive data element. The
token is therefore useless if
compromised.

OAUTH
Overview
OAuth is a popular standard for tokenized authentication.
The roots of OAuth grew out of Twitter, and a first version
of the standard was published by an industry group in
2007. OAuth 2.0 was released in 2012 to improve OAuth
flows, particularly for mobile apps. Beyond Twitter,
other technology companies — including PayPal and
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Facebook — were early adopters. More recently,

security benefit of OAuth for financial services is less

traditional financial institutions have shown interest,

than sometimes portrayed.

although no major U.S. bank has fully implemented
OAuth at the time of this writing.

Additionally, implementing and maintaining OAuth can

OCTOBER / 2016

be expensive for institutions, requiring substantial
Considerations

management, product, technical, and design resources.

Older, legacy authentication approaches shared user

By contrast, currently available authentication methods

credentials with both intermediaries and apps. Current

may compel an institution to vet the trusted intermediary

authentication

best

practices

share

credentials with trusted intermediaries,
but not with apps (see above section
on

contemporary

approaches

to

authentication). OAuth takes this practice
one step further, sharing credentials
with neither trusted intermediaries nor
apps. Limiting credentials to financial
institutions provides a security benefit.
But relatively speaking, this improvement

upfront, but require minimal ongoing cost

The incremental
security benefit
of OAuth for
financial services
is less than
sometimes
portrayed

is modest, because trusted intermediaries

or effort by the institution thereafter. Many
institutions may find it more practical
to mitigate risk through robust security
audits of trusted intermediaries than to
build an OAuth solution.
As a final consideration, the standard
OAuth

implementation

flow

would

redirect the user from a third-party app
to the institution’s website or app — then

already restrict credentials from the thousands of small

return the user back to the third-party app. Redirects

apps that would present a greater risk for compromise.

like this may deteriorate the user experience, creating

Because existing authentication approaches already

new barriers for consumers to hurdle to benefit from

eliminate most systemic security risk, the incremental

innovative financial services. A particularly cumbersome

INCENTIVES FOR CREATING A WORLD-CLASS CUSTOMER ONBOARDING EXPERIENCE
On the surface, banks
might appear to have
little incentive to create a
seamless onboarding flow
for customers to link their
accounts to third-party apps.
Easing access to alternative
tools could logically cause
consumers to spend less time
directly with their bank. On
the basis of this thinking,
some have argued that the

security benefits of OAuth
are a red herring put forth
by banks in an attempt to
wrest greater control of apps’
onboarding experience.
But growing evidence
indicates that banks may view
engagement with apps as an
opportunity, not a threat.
Results from a Plaid survey of
U.S. fintech users suggest that

better enabling third parties
could in fact strengthen
banks’ position as the hub
of most consumers’ financial
lives. For instance, 80 percent
of consumers expressed
a preference for banks to
help them manage their
financial apps. More broadly,
consumers are increasingly
asking their banks to make it
easier to connect to apps.
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Data transmission
flow may even compromise principles of interoperability,

SCREEN SCR APING

challenging developers’ ability to engage would-be users
with apps.

Overview
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Perhaps no other topic under the data access umbrella
An emerging alternative — called Screenless Exchange —

has created as much buzz as screen scraping. Scraping

embraces much of the OAuth standard, while addressing

refers to the practice of automatically collecting

many of the shortcomings with OAuth redirect flows.

permissioned data from a website. Although sometimes

Screenless Exchange is an authentication flow that

maligned in the press and elsewhere for supposed

contains a bank’s permissioning interface (i.e., “Enter

security risks, these claims are misleading: Scraping is

your user name and password”) entirely within an app —

itself distinct from authentication. Instead, it is merely a

supported in the background by a trusted intermediary,

means to move permissioned consumer data from one

such as Plaid. User credentials are seen by neither the app

place to another using existing infrastructure. Scraping

nor the intermediary, replicating a key security advantage

is interoperable with any number of security protocols.

of redirect-based OAuth. Additionally, the consistent, in-

Moreover, it is the only currently available tool to enable

app user experience may improve conversion.

a fully inclusive fintech ecosystem.

Summary

Scraping is not a new technology, and leading

OAuth is already a popular authentication standard

practitioners

among leading consumer apps — and has parallels with

improvements over time. Related approaches, such as

enterprise identity management tools such as Okta and

web crawling — which usually indexes an entire website,

OneLogin. As banks increasingly contemplate OAuth,

rather than transferring details of a specific page —

they can choose the tokenization solution — including

have existed for nearly as long as the consumer-facing

OAuth derivatives such as Screenless Exchange —

internet. None other than Google is arguably the world’s

that best works for them. Trusted intermediaries offer

largest web crawler, utilizing the technology to build its

one possible mechanism to balance institutions’ need

search engine in service of its two billion users. Over the

for customized security against developers’ need for a

past decade, scraping has powered the growth of major

turnkey integration and streamlined user experience.

sites in real estate, travel, social media, and retail.

have

made

substantial

technical

In financial services, early software providers like Quicken
allowed users to import scraped data for narrow needs

Scraping is
interoperable with any
number of security
protocols

such as bill payment and accounting. But as the number
of scrapers, users, and data elements at each institution
increased, banks began to report heavy and sometimes
unpredictable traffic patterns.
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This,

in

turn,

catalyzed

meaningful

advances

in

scraping practices; the modern approach is aptly

their customers — who increasingly want to use digital
financial products — to permission access.
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described as Screenless Data Collection (SDC). Leading
practitioners now minimize the amount of data they

The

pull, and a traditional webpage is not rendered. Rather,

documented. As with other methods, accuracy and

the SDC practitioner queries only raw text without

uptime are imperfect, and traffic can affect banks’ server

complementary

images,

loads. Third parties that perform SDC often must manage

advertisements, or other data that has little value and

against unpredictable changes in bank infrastructure.

high latency. In fact, the load imposed on bank servers

And, despite improvement, institutions may prefer greater

by efficient SDC can be less than that of an API-based

visibility into this process.

formatting

information,

technology’s

perceived

drawbacks

are

well

data access specification, such as DDA.
Summary
Moreover, greater ongoing partnership between leading

Scraping is a crucial technology underpinning the

third parties and financial institutions has helped improve

digitization of financial services and the internet more

the practice of SDC. For instance, trusted intermediaries

broadly. Eliminating it is neither practical nor likely to

will typically use a header or whitelisted IP address to

happen any time soon. Most U.S. financial institutions

identify their traffic to a bank’s server. This allows the

lack resources to develop alternatives, such as open

bank to verify that the traffic is legitimate. Additionally,

APIs for third parties. Fintech developers do not have

trusted intermediaries can collaborate with banks to

the resources to integrate directly with the byzantine

appropriately manage traffic to servers.

landscape of institutions. Thus, SDC — when performed
by a trusted, sophisticated intermediary — evens the

Considerations

playing field for small developers and small financial

A fair assessment of screen scraping should distinguish
between legacy and advanced practices; this section
considers the newer practice of SDC.
Most importantly, SDC works: Timely information is
accurately gathered and exported, and consumers directly
benefit from accessing data in powerful new platforms.
Banks can enable consumer data access while leveraging
existing technology at minimal additional cost. Crucially,
SDC promotes an inclusive financial infrastructure:
Smaller banks and credit unions that cannot afford to
provide a custom data interface or API can still enable

institutions alike, allowing

Screenless Data
Collection evens
the playing field
for small
developers
and small
financial
institutions
alike

them to fully participate in
the ecosystem. Efforts to
eliminate screen scraping
in financial services would
disproportionately
small

app

and

consumers

especially

harm

developers
those

—
who

choose to bank at smaller
financial institutions.
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OFX (OPEN FINANCIAL EXCHANGE)
Now, the OFX consortium is confronting existential
Overview

questions about its future, such as whether to develop

At its core, OFX is a data transmission specification. OFX

a new in-house version of the specification or align more

was intended to ease transfer of financial data among

closely with another data access effort.
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institutions and large software companies. It now includes
provisions related to authentication, recommending

Considerations

OAuth. But the core specification can in fact be combined

True to its roots, transferring data remains OFX’s key

with any number of authentication variants.

strength.

OFX is somewhat unique in that it relies on dedicated

But as an end-to-end specification, the latest OFX version

servers at financial institutions to transport data;

leaves room for improvement. First, the specification

permissioned third parties can directly connect to OFX

remains highly prescriptive—some might say clunky—at

servers to query data. The specification has been adopted

nearly 700 pages. Despite this specificity, OFX does not

by more than 7,000 financial institutions.

support the exchange of several new types of financial
data, which developers need to innovate. For example,

History

OFX is not equipped to accommodate extensive identity

OFX 1.0 was developed in 1997 by Intuit, Microsoft, and

information (for fraud prevention) or certain complex

Checkfree (now part of Fiserv). It gained traction slowly,

account types. OFX also relies on an older architecture

but by 2005 OFX adoption exceeded 3,000 institutions.

and data format, making it cumbersome to evolve
the specification (such as to widen data availability).

The specification evolved incrementally over its first 10

Nimbleness is necessary for any modern financial data

years, but major change came in 2006, when the financial

specification, as innovation often demands quick changes

industry introduced 2FA and the specification moved

to meet new consumer and developer needs.

to support it. Version 2.1.1 marked a major attempt to
expand beyond a data specification by including an

Second, OFX has become increasingly specific about

authentication layer.

authentication, conflating this with data transmission.
For instance, OFX accommodates OAuth, recommending

From there, development went dormant until 2015,

a redirect flow to authenticate users. This specificity may

when an OFX consortium relaunched—this time with

not work for all institutions, some of which may choose to

a broader set of industry representatives, including

prioritize a native user experience.

newer fintech firms. This awakening was largely a
response to the introduction of the specification for

Summary

DDA. The most recent version of OFX, released in 2016,

Despite its shortcomings, OFX 2.2 has so far seen traction

preserved most of the existing OFX data specification,

with a handful of institutions. That said, some institutions

but added new data fields and introduced the concept

have taken a piecemeal approach to implementation,

of OAuth tokenization.

such as by limiting the available data fields. Customized
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implementations mean that OFX in practice is not a truly

modern data formats; by contrast, OFX uses a custom,

consistent, interoperable data transmission standard.

legacy format.

Absent a significant expansion of data availability and

Where it is feasible to implement, DDA also has marginal

a more flexible approach to authentication, it seems

advantages over Screenless Data Collection. DDA delivers

unlikely that OFX 2.2 as written can begin to approach

more control to banks regarding who accesses what data

OCTOBER / 2016

industry-wide adoption

on their systems. Additionally, DDA helps

DDA (DUR ABLE DATA API)
Overview
DDA

is

a

recently

developed

data

specification that is lightweight and
uses modern formats. DDA also calls for
authentication through OAuth, though
this recommendation appears to be less
of a focus.

Customized
implementations
mean that OFX
in practice is
not a truly
consistent,
interoperable
data transmission
standard

ensure that the data delivered is accurate.
At the same time, DDA could refine two areas
of the specification in its next iteration.
First, DDA is largely designed for a specific
need:

personal

financial

management

(PFM). Indeed, several of DDA’s leading
proponents are PFM providers that rely
primarily on transactional data. Focus on a
single use threatens to exclude thousands
of developers creating apps for other core
consumer and small business financial

History

services, such as direct deposit and bill pay.

An industry working group from the Financial Services

Rigid data availability would complicate future efforts

Sharing and Information Sharing and Analysis Center

to evolve DDA to support innovation.

(FS-ISAC) released DDA in May 2015. This working group
comprised several financial institutions as well as a small

Second, DDA currently embraces a narrow definition of

number of financial data third parties. DDA was intended

the OAuth flow rather than giving institutions flexibility

to improve data exchange relative to OFX. And in its

to choose the authentication method that works for

short life, DDA has garnered substantial interest from

them. More broadly, DDA could soften its focus on

stakeholders, including at least one major bank that is

authentication, and instead commit to excelling as a

actively working to adopt it.

data standard.

Considerations

Summary

With regard to its objective, DDA has several advantages

In all, DDA is a welcome contemporary specification

over OFX. In general, it is a modern, concise, and more

for data access. It can be improved, particularly by

flexible specification that places greater emphasis on

broadening potential uses beyond PFM and softening its

developers’ needs. For example, DDA allows for standard,

focus on authentication. But on the whole, DDA enables
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Conclusion
relatively wide data availability, is lighter than OFX, and

There are many approaches to data access in the United

uses modern architecture and formats.

States today. Each has slightly different objectives; none
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seems likely to be a silver bullet.
OTHER APPROACHES

Yet careful consideration of these approaches, which
underpin the entire digital financial services ecosystem,

The United States has seen other efforts to create

is essential to continued innovation in financial services.

a data access standard. These include TxPUSH,

Without robust, secure access to personal financial data,

spearheaded by a single third-party in 2015, as well

progress in this space is sure to stall — to the detriment

as the Interactive Financial eXchange Forum, which

of consumers everywhere.

has broader representation. Neither of these efforts
has gained significant traction, nor are they suited to

It is critical to strike a balance between flexibility

address the priorities of flexibility and interoperability

and control for institutions, on the one hand, and

raised in this whitepaper.

interoperability for developers on the other. This balance
is likely only with collaboration — potentially including
participation by trusted intermediaries. And collaboration
requires partnership.
Together, financial institutions, trusted intermediaries,
and developers can build an ecosystem that promotes
secure data access and empowers both consumers and
the organizations that serve them.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION, VISIT
— plaid.com
QUESTIONS

— info@plaid.com
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Glossary of terms
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— 2FA Two-factor authentication. A security
protocol that requires a user to validate her
account by providing two of three distinct
types of information (something the user
knows, something the user possesses,
something the user is)
— AUTHENTICATION 1 The act of verifying
a user’s ability to access an account. Along
with data transmission, it is one of two major
components of any secure financial data
exchange
— DATA TRANSMISSION Elements of
a financial data exchange unrelated to
authentication; includes data availability,
format, and transfer protocol
— DDA Durable Data Application
Programming Interface (API); a modern data
access specification first released
by FS-ISAC in 2015
— FS-ISAC Financial Services Information
Sharing and Analysis Center; financial
services industry forum originally established
in 1999 for threat analysis and sharing
— HEADER An identifier inserted in a
browser’s HTTP request that allows a financial
institution to know the identity
of a third party contacting its server
1
Technically,
authentication is the
act of verifying one’s
ability to access an
account, whereas
authorization involves
granting permission to
a third party to access
information (such as
transaction history)
contained in that
account. Because these
steps are often, though
not always, sequential,
for simplicity we refer
to them together as
“authentication.”

— JSON JavaScript Object Notation; a
modern open standard format to transfer data
— NATIVE USER EXPERIENCE A process of
linking an app to another party, like a financial
institution, that occurs entirely within the app
(i.e., natively)
— OAUTH An open standard to enable
authorization popular among technology
companies; has gained recent attention for
potential financial services applications

— OFX Open Financial Exchange; a data
access specification originally created by
Intuit, Microsoft, and Checkfree in 1997
— REDIRECT A step within the process of
linking an app to a financial institution
that shifts the user from the third-party app
to another interface, such as the financial
institution’s website or app
— SCREEN SCRAPING (LEGACY METHODS)
Traditionally, the automated copying of
all data, including visual, from a rendered
consumer-facing webpage
— SCREENLESS DATA COLLECTION A set of
advanced data collection methods designed
for speed, accuracy, and nominal server
impact; only minimal text data is queried, and
a screen is never rendered
— SCREENLESS EXCHANGE A tokenized
authentication flow derived from the OAuth
standard that allows a user to remain within
a native app experience while linking an
account, rather than relying on a redirect
— TOKENIZATION Substitution of a
non-sensitive data element (e.g., random
character string) for a sensitive data element
(e.g., bank account routing number)
— WHITELISTING The practice of a third
party identifying to a financial institution the
specific IP addresses it may use to contact
that institution’s servers, which the institution
in turn commits to permit
— XML Extensible Markup Language; an open
standard format to transfer data
first published in 1996

